Quantitative tumor oxymetric images from 4D electron paramagnetic resonance imaging (EPRI): methodology and comparison with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) MRI.
This work presents a methodology for obtaining quantitative oxygen concentration images in the tumor-bearing legs of living C3H mice. The method uses high-resolution electron paramagnetic resonance imaging (EPRI). Enabling aspects of the methodology include the use of injectable, narrow, single-line triaryl methyl spin probes and an accurate model of overmodulated spectra. Both of these increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), resulting in high resolution in space (1 mm)(3) and oxygen concentrations (approximately 3 torr). Thresholding at 15% the maximum spectral amplitude gives leg/tumor shapes that reproduce those in photographs. The EPRI appears to give reasonable oxygen partial pressures, showing hypoxia (approximately 0-6 torr, 0-10(3) Pa) in many of the tumor voxels. EPRI was able to detect statistically significant changes in oxygen concentrations in the tumor with administration of carbogen, although the changes were not increased uniformly. As a demonstration of the method, EPRI was compared with nearly concurrent (same anesthesia) T(2)*/blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) MRI. There was a good spatial correlation between EPRI and MRI. Homogeneous and heterogeneous T(2)*/BOLD MRI correlated well with the quantitative EPRI. This work demonstrates the potential for EPRI to display, at high spatial resolution, quantitative oxygen tension changes in the physiologic response to environmental changes.